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AbstratWe study model heking problems for pushdown systems and linear time logis. We showthat the global model heking problem (omputing the set of on�gurations, reahable ornot, that violate the formula) an be solved in O(gP 3gB3) time and O(gP2gB2) spae, wheregP and gB are the size of the pushdown system and the size of a B�uhi automaton for thenegation of the formula. The global model heking problem for reahable on�gurations anbe solved in O(gP4gB3) time and O(gP4gB2) spae. In the ase of pushdown systems withonstant number of ontrol states (relevant for our appliation), the omplexity beomesO(gP2gB3) time and O(gPgB2) spae and O(gP2gB3) time and O(gP2gB2) spae, respetively.We show appliations of these results in the area of program analysis and present someexperimental results.1 IntrodutionPushdown systems (PDSs) are pushdown automata seen under a di�erent light: We are notinterested in the languages they reognise, but in the transition system they generate. Theseare in�nite transition systems having on�gurations of the form (ontrol state, stak ontent)as states.PDSs have already been investigated by the veri�ation ommunity. Model hekingalgorithms for both linear and branhing time logis have been proposed in [1, 2, 3, 6, 9℄.The model heking problem for CTL and the mu-alulus is known to be DEXPTIME-omplete even for a �xed formula [1, 9℄. On the ontrary, the model heking problem forLTL or the linear time mu-alulus is polynomial in the size of the PDS [1, 6℄. This makeslinear time logis partiularly interesting for PDSs. It must be observed, however, thatthe model heking problem for branhing time logis is only exponential in the number ofontrol states of the PDS; for a �xed number of states the algorithms of [2, 9℄ are linear.Inspired by the work of Ste�en and others on the onnetion between model heking anddataow analysis (see for instane [8℄), it has been reently observed that relevant dataowproblems for programs with proedures (so-alled interproedural dataow problems), aswell as seurity problems for Java programs an be redued to di�erent variants of themodel heking problem for PDSs and LTL [4, 5, 7℄. Motivated by this appliation, werevisit the model heking problem for linear time logis. We follow the symboli approahof [1℄, in whih in�nite sets of on�gurations are �nitely represented by multi-automata.We obtain an eÆient implementation of the algorithm of [1℄, whih was desribed thereas `polynomial', without further details. Our algorithm has the same time omplexity andbetter spae omplexity than the algorithm of [6℄. This better spae omplexity turns outto be important for our intended appliations to dataow analysis.The paper is strutured as follows. Setions 2 and 3 ontain basi de�nitions, and reallsome results of [1℄. The `abstrat' solution of [1℄ to the model-heking problem is desribedin Setions 4 through 6. In Setion 7 we provide an eÆient implementation for this solution.Appliations and experimental results are presented in Setion 9.1



2 Pushdown systems and P-automataA pushdown system is a triplet P = (P;�;�) where P is a �nite set of ontrol loations, �is a �nite stak alphabet, and � � (P � �) � (P � ��) is a �nite set of transition rules. If((q; ); (q0; w)) 2 � then we write hq; i ,! hq0; wi (we reserve ! to denote the transitionrelations of �nite automata).Notie that pushdown systems have no input alphabet. We do not use them as languageaeptors but are rather interested in the behaviours they generate.A on�guration of P is a pair hp;wi where p 2 P is a ontrol loation and w 2 �� is astak ontent. The set of all on�gurations is denoted by C.If hq; i ,! hq0; wi, then for every v 2 �� the on�guration hq; vi is an immediatepredeessor of hq0; wvi, and hq0; wvi an immediate suessor of hq; vi. The reahabilityrelation ) is the reexive and transitive losure of the immediate suessor relation; thetransitive losure is denoted by +=). A run of P is a maximal sequene of on�gurationssuh that for eah two onseutive on�gurations ii+1, i+1 is an immediate suessor of i.The predeessor funtion pre : 2C ! 2C of P is de�ned as follows:  belongs to pre(C) ifsome immediate suessor of  belongs to C. The reexive and transitive losure of pre isdenoted by pre�. Clearly, pre�(C) = f 2 C j 90 2 C:  ) 0g. Similarly, we de�ne post(C)as the set of immediate suessors of elements in C and post� as the reexive and transitivelosure of post.2.1 P-AutomataFix a pushdown system P = (P;�;�) for the rest of the setion. A P-automaton is anautomaton with � as alphabet, and P as set of initial states (we onsider automata withpossibly many initial states). Formally, a P-automaton is an automaton A = (�; Q; Æ; P; F )where Q is the �nite set of states, Æ � Q���Q is the set of transitions, P is the set of initialstates and F � Q the set of �nal states. We de�ne the transition relation ! � Q� �� �Qas the smallest relation satisfying:� q "�! q for every q 2 Q,� if (q; ; q0) 2 Æ then q �! q0, and� if q w�! q00 and q00 �! q0 then q w��! q0.All the automata used in this paper are P-automata, and so we drop the P from now on.An automaton aepts or reognises a on�guration hp;wi if p w�! q for some p 2 P; q 2 F .The set of on�gurations reognised by an automaton A is denoted by Conf (A). A set ofon�gurations of P is regular if it is reognized by some automaton.Notation In the paper, we use the symbols p; p0; p00 et., eventually with indies, to denoteinitial states of an automaton (i.e., the elements of P ). Non-initial states are denoted bys; s0; s00 et., and arbitrary states, initial or not, by q; q0; q00.2



3 Model-heking problems for linear time logisIn this setion we de�ne the problems we study, as well as the automata-theoreti approah.Let Prop be a �nite set of atomi propositions, and let � = 2Prop. It is well known thatthe semantis of properties expressed in linear time temporal logis like LTL or the linear-time �-alulus are !-regular sets over the alphabet �, and there exist well-known algorithmswhih onstrut B�uhi automata reognizing these sets. This is all we need to know aboutthese logis in this paper in order to give model-heking algorithms for pushdown systems.Let P = (P;�;�) be a pushdown system, and let �: (P ��)! � be a labelling funtion,whih intuitively assoiates to a pair hp; i the set of propositions that are true of it. Weextend this mapping to arbitrary on�gurations: hp; wi satis�es an atomi proposition ifhp; i does.1Given a formula ' of suh an !-regular logi we wish to solve these problems:� The global model-heking problem: ompute the set of on�gurations, reahable ornot, that violate '.� The global model-heking problem for reahable on�gurations: ompute the set ofreahable on�gurations that violate '.3.1 The automata-theoreti approahOur solution to the problems in the previous setion uses the automata-theoreti approah.We start by onstruting a B�uhi automaton B = (�; Q; Æ; q0; F ) orresponding to the nega-tion of '. The produt of the pushdown systemP = (P;�;�) and B yields a B�uhi pushdownsystem BP = ((P �Q);�;�0; G), where� h(p; q); i ,! h(p0; q0); wi 2 �0 if hp; i ,! hp0; wi, q ��! q0, and � � �(hp; i).� (p; q) 2 G if q 2 F .The global model heking problem redues to the aepting run problem:Compute the set Ca of on�gurations  of BP suh that BP has an aeptingrun starting from  (i.e., a run whih visits in�nitely often on�gurations withontrol loations in G).Notie that the emptiness problem of B�uhi pushdown systems (whether the initial on�gu-ration has an aepting run) also redues to the aepting run problem; it suÆes to hekif the initial on�guration belongs to the set Ca. The following proposition haraterises theon�gurations from whih there are aepting runs.De�nition 3.1 Let BP = (P;�;�; G) be a B�uhi pushdown system.The relation r=) between on�gurations of BP is de�ned as follows:  r=) 0 if  )hg; ui +=) 0 for some on�guration hg; ui with g 2 G.1We ould also de�ne �: P ! �, but our de�nition is more general, and it is also the one we need forour appliations. 3



p0p1p2 s1 s20 0� = f hp0; 0i ,! hp1; 10i;hp1; 1i ,! hp2; 20i;hp2; 2i ,! hp0; 1i;hp0; 1i ,! hp0; "i g p0p1p2 s1 s20 01 012 1Figure 1: The automata A (left) and Apre� (right)The head of a transition rule hp; i ,! hp0; wi is the on�guration hp; i. A head hp; i isrepeating if there exists v 2 �� suh that hp; i r=) hp; vi. The sets of heads and repeatingheads of BP are denoted by H and R, respetively.Proposition 3.1 [1℄ Let  be a on�guration of a B�uhi pushdown system BP = (P;�;�; G).BP has an aepting run starting from  if and only if  2 pre�(R��).Proposition 3.1 redues the global model-heking problem to omputing pre�(R��);the global model-heking problem for reahable on�gurations redues to omputing theintersetion post�(fg) \ pre�(R��) for a given initial on�guration .In the next setions we present a solution to these problems. We �rst reall the algorithmof [1℄ that omputes pre�(C) for an arbitrary regular language C (observe that R�� is regularsine R is �nite). Then we present a new algorithm for omputing R, obtained by modifyingthe algorithm for pre�(C). Due to lak of spae we do not present the algorithm for omputingpost�(C) for an arbitrary regular language C; it is rather similar to that of pre�(C).4 Computing pre�(C) for a regular language COur input is an automaton A aepting C. Without loss of generality, we assume that Ahas no transition leading to an initial state. We ompute pre�(C) as the language aeptedby an automaton Apre� obtained from A by means of a saturation proedure. The proedureadds new transitions to A, but no new states. New transitions are added aording to thefollowing saturation rule:If hp; i ,! hp0; wi and p0 w�! q in the urrent automaton,add a transition (p; ; q) .Let us illustrate the proedure by an example. Let P = (P;�;�) be a pushdown systemwith P = fp0; p1; p2g and � as shown in in the left half of Figure 1. Let A be the automatonthat aepts the set C = fhp0; 00ig, also shown in the �gure. The result of the algorithmis shown in the right half of Figure 1.The saturation proedure eventually reahes a �xpoint beause the number of possiblenew transitions is �nite. 4



Proof: The orretness was proved in [1℄, but for the sake of ompleteness we repeat theproof here.Let A be a P-automaton, and let Apre� be the automaton obtained from A by means ofthe saturation rule de�ned above. Observe that all new transitions added by the proedurestart at an initial state, i.e., an element of P . In the sequel we use the following notation:� q w�!i q0 denotes that the automaton obtained after adding i transitions to A ontains apath labelled by w leading from q to q0; in partiular, q w�!0 q0 denotes that A ontainssuh a path.� q w�! q0 denotes that there is an index i satisfying q w�!i q0. Equivalently, it denotesthat Apre� ontains a path labelled by w leading from q to q0.We show that Apre� reognises the set pre�(Conf (A)). The result is proved in Theorem4.1 at the end of this subsetion. We need two preliminary lemmata.Lemma 4.1 For every on�guration hp; vi 2 Conf (A), if hp0; wi ) hp; vi then p0 w�! q forsome �nal state q of Apre�.Proof: Let hp0; wi k=) hp; vi denote that we derive hp; vi from hp0; wi in k steps. We proeedby indution on k.Basis. k = 0. Then p0 = p and w = v. Sine hp; vi 2 Conf (A), we have p v�!0 q for some�nal state q, and so p v�! q, whih implies p0 w�! q.Step. k > 0. Then, by the de�nition of k=), there is a on�guration hp00; ui suh thathp0; wi 1=) hp00; ui k�1=) hp; vi :We apply the indution hypothesis to hp00; ui k�1=) hp; vi, and obtainp00 u�! q for some q 2 F :Sine hp0; wi 1=) hp00; ui, there are ;w1; v1 suh thatw = w1, u = u1w1, and hp0; i ,! hp00; u1i.Let q1 be a state of Apre� suh that p00 u1��! q1 w1��! q.By the saturation rule, we have p0 �! q1 w1��! q ;whih implies p0 w1���! q ;and sine w = w1, we are done. �5



Lemma 4.2 Let p w�! q be a path of Apre�. The following properties hold:(a) hp;wi ) hp0; w0i for a on�guration hp0; w0i suh that p0 w0��!0 q; moreover,(b) if q is an initial state, then w0 = ".Proof:Let i be an index suh that p w�!i q holds. We prove (a) and (b) simultaneously byindution on i.Basis. i = 0. Then p w�! q is a path of A.(a) Take p0 = p and w0 = w.(b) Sine A ontains no transitions leading to an initial state, we have w = " and p0 = p.Therefore hp;wi ) hp0; "i.Step. i � 1. The proofs of (a) and (b) have a ommon initial part. Let t = (p1; ; q0) bethe i-th transition added to A. (Notie that we an safely write (p1; ; q0) instead of (q1; ; q0)beause all new transitions start at an initial state.) Let j be the number of times that t isused in p w�!i q.The proof is by indution on j. If j = 0, then we have p w�!i�1 q, and (a), (b) follow fromthe indution hypothesis (indution on i). So assume that j > 0. Then there exist u and vsuh that w = uv and p u�!i�1 p1 �!i q0 v�!i q (0)The appliation of the indution hypothesis (indution on i) to p u�!i�1 p1 yields (notiethat p1 is an initial state, and so both (a) and (b) an be applied):hp; ui ) hp1; "i (1)Sine the transition (p1; ; q0) has been added by applying the saturation rule, there existp2 and w2 suh that hp1; i ,! hp2; w2i (2.1)p2 w2��!i�1 q0 (2.2)From this point on the proofs for (a) and (b) diverge.(a) From (0) and (2.2) we get p2 w2��!i�1 q0 v�!i q (3)Sine the transition t is used in (3) less often than in (0), we an apply the indutionhypothesis (indution on j) to (3), and obtainhp2; w2vi =) hp0; w0i (4.1)p0 w0��!0 q (4.2)6



Putting (1), (2.1), and (4.1) together, we gethp; uvi (1)=) hp1; vi (2:1)=) hp2; w2vi (4:1)=) hp0; w0i (5)We obtain (a) from (5) and (4.2).(b) Sine q is an initial state, and Apre� ontains no transitions leading from non-initialto initial states, q0 is an initial state. The appliation of the indution hypothesis (indutionon i) to (2.2) yields: hp2; w2i =) hq0; "i (6)Sine t appears less often in q0 v�!i q than in (0), we an apply the indution hypothesis(on j) to q0 v�!i q. We get hq0; vi =) hq; "i (7)Putting (1), (2.1), (6) and (7) together, we gethp; uvi (1)=) hp1; vi (2:1)=) hp2; w2vi (6)=) hq0; vi (7)=) hq; "iSine q is an initial state, (b) is obtained by taking p0 = q. �Theorem 4.1 Let Apre� be the automaton obtained from A by exhaustive appliation of thesaturation rule de�ned in Setion 4. Apre� reognises the set pre�(Conf (A)).Proof: Let hp;wi be a on�guration of pre�(Conf (A)). Then hp;wi ) hp0; w0i for a on�g-uration hp0; w0i 2 Conf (A). By Lemma 4.1, p w�! q for some �nal state q of Apre�. So hp;wiis reognised by Apre�.Conversely, let hp;wi be a on�guration reognised by Apre�. Then p w�! q in Apre� forsome �nal state q. By Lemma 4.2(a), hp;wi ) hp0; w0i for a on�guration hp0; w0i suh thatp0 w0��!0 q. Sine q is a �nal state, hp0; w0i 2 Conf (A), and so hp;wi 2 pre�(Conf (A)). �5 Computing the set R of repeating headsWe provide an algorithm more eÆient than that of [1℄. It is a re�nement of the algorithmfor omputing predeessors presented in the previous setion.The new proedure omputes an automaton reognising the set pre�(H ��) (where H ��should be seen as a regular language). However, this automaton does not ontain enoughinformation to ompute R. If a head hp; i is reognised by the automaton, then we knowhp; i 2 pre�(H ��), and so hp; i ) hp0; 0vi holds for some head hp0; 0i. However, we don'tknow if hp; i = hp0; 0i, and if hp; i r=) hp0; 0vi. We re�ne the algorithm for pre� to obtainthis information. More preisely, we enrih the alphabet of Apre�; instead of transitions ofthe form q �! q0, we have now transitions q [;h;b℄����! q0, where h is either a head or the emptyword ", and b is a boolean. The intended meaning of a transition is:7



� Transitions of the form p [;hp0;0i;b℄�������! q0 indiate that hp; i ) hp0; 0vi holds for some v.Transitions p [;";b℄����! p0 indiate that hp; i ) hp0; "i holds.� The boolean b is a ag indiating if a repeating ontrol loation is visited along theway, i.e., if b = 1 then hp; i r=) hp0; 0vi, and hp; i r=) hp0; "i.De�ne T as the set of triples (; h; b), where  2 �, h 2 H [ f"g, and b is a booleanvalue. Let � range over T . A BP-automaton is a tuple (T;Q; Æ; P; F ), i.e., P-automata andBP-automata di�er only in their alphabets. We de�ne a binary operation Æ on T , alledonatenation: (1; h1; b1) Æ (2; h2; b2) = (12; h1h2; b1 _ b2)Let T � be the losure of T under Æ. The transition relation ! � Q� T � �Q is de�ned asthe smallest relation satisfying:� q [";";0℄����! q for every q 2 Q,� if (q; �; q0) 2 Æ then q ��! q0, and� if q �1Æ:::Æ�n�����! q00 and q00 ��! q0 then q �1Æ:::Æ�nÆ��������! q0.We onstrut a BP-automaton BA with one single �nal state s suh that for everyon�guration hp0; vi 2 H��:hp;wi r=) hp0; vi if and only if p [w;hp0;i;1℄�������! s (?)One this is done, R an be easily omputed by heking for eah hp; i 2 H whetherp [;hp;i;1℄�����! s holds. For the onstrution of BA start with an automaton BA0 = (T; P [fsg; Æ; P; fsg), where Æ ontains a transition (p; [; hp; i; 0℄; s) for every hp; i 2 H, and atransition (s; [; "; 0℄; s) for every  2 �. De�ne G(p) = 1 if p 2 G and G(p) = 0 otherwise;we add new transitions to BA0 aording to the following saturation rule:If hp; i ,! hp0; wi and p0 [w;h;b℄����! q in the urrent automaton,add a transition (p; [; h; b _G(p)℄; q) .The BP-automaton BA is de�ned as the �xpoint of this onstrution.Let BP = (P;�;�; G) be a B�uhi pushdown system with P , � and � as in the previousexample and G = fp2g. Figure 2 shows the resulting BP-automaton.Proof: Let BA0 be a BP-automaton, and let BA be the automaton obtained from BA0 bymeans of the saturation rule.Observe that all new transitions added by the proedure start at an initial state, i.e., anelement of P . Moreover, new transitions just propagate the value of h. It follows that theonly possible values of h in new transitions are those orresponding to paths of BA0. Aninspetion of BA0 shows that h must be an element of H [f"g. Therefore, for all transitions(p; [; h; b℄; q) of BA we have h 2 (H [ f"g). We use the following notations:� Given a stak ontent w, p w��! q denotes that p [w;h;b℄����! q for some h; b. We de�nehw = h and bw = b. 8



p1p0p2 [2; hp2; 2i;0℄[1; hp2; 2i;0j1℄[1; hp1; 1i;0j1℄[0; hp2; 2i;0j1℄[0; hp1; 1i;0j1℄[2; ";1℄[1; "; 0℄ [1; hp0; 1i;0j1℄[1; hp0; 0i;1℄[0; hp0; 1i;1℄[0; hp0; 0i;0j1℄[2; hp0; 1i;1℄ s [0; "; 0℄[2; "; 0℄[1; "; 0℄[1; hp0; 1i;0℄Figure 2: The automaton BA.� q w��!i q0 denotes that after adding i transitions to BA0 the automaton obtained in thisway ontains a path labelled by w leading from q to q0. In partiular, q w��!0 q0 denotesthat BA0 ontains suh a path.� q w��! q0 denotes that q w��!i q0 is satis�ed for some index i. Equivalently, it denotes thatBA ontains ontains a path labelled by w leading from q to q0.We show that the BP-automaton BA de�ned in Setion 5 satis�es the following propertyfor every on�guration hp0; vi 2 Conf (BA0):hp;wi r=) hp0; vi if and only if p [w;hp0;i;1℄�������! s (?)(reall that s is the unique �nal state of BA). This result is proved in Theorem 5.1 at theend of this subsetion. We need two preliminary lemmata.Lemma 5.1 For every on�guration hp; vi 2 Conf (BA0):(a) If hp0; wi ) hp; vi then p0 [w;hp;i;b℄������! s for some b 2 f0; 1g.(b) If hp0; wi r=) hp; vi then p0 [w;hp;i;1℄������! s.Proof: (a) Let hp0; wi k=) hp; vi denote that we derive hp; vi in k steps. We proeed byindution on k.Basis. k = 0. Then p0 = p and w = v. Sine hp; vi 2 Conf (BA0), we have p [v;hp;i;0℄�������!0 s,and so p [v;hp;i;0℄�������! s, whih implies p0 [w;hp;i;0℄������! s.Step. k > 0. Then, by the de�nition of k=), there is a on�guration hp00; ui suh thathp0; wi 1=) hp00; ui k�1=) hp; vi :We apply the indution hypothesis to hp00; ui k�1=) hp; vi, and obtainp00 [u;hp;i;b℄������! s for some b 2 f0; 1g :9



Sine hp0; wi 1=) hp00; ui, there are w1; v1 suh thatw =  0w1, u = u1w1, and hp0; 0i ,! hp00; u1i.Let q be a state of BA suh thatp00 [u1;h1;b1℄������! q [w1;h2;b2 ℄������! s, and [u1; h1; b1℄ Æ [w1; h2; b2℄ = [u; hp; i; b℄.By the saturation rule, we havep0 [0;h1 ;b1_G(p0)℄���������! q [w1;h2;b2℄������! s ;whih implies p0 [0w1;h1h2;b1_G(p0)_b2℄��������������! s ;and sine w = 0w1 and h1h2 = hp; i, we are done.(b) We proeed by indution on the length k of the derivation hp0; wi r=) hp; vi.Basis. (Observe that r=) requires to make at least one step.) By the de�nition of r=),p0 2 G. Sine hp0; wi 1=) hp; vi, there are  0; w1; v1 suh thatw = 0w1, v = v1w1, and hp0; 0i ,! hp; v1i.Sine hp; vi 2 Conf (BA0), there is q suh thatp [v1;h;b℄����! q [w1;h0;b0℄������! s, and hh0 = hp; i.By the saturation rule, p0 [0 ;h;b_G(p0)℄��������! q [w1;h0;b0℄������! s :Sine G(p0) = 1, we get p0 [0w1;hh0 ;1℄�������! s, and so p0 [w;hp;i;1℄������! s.Step. k > 1. Then, by the de�nition of r=), there is a on�guration hp00; ui suh thateither hp0; wi ) hp00; ui r=) hp; vi or hp0; wi r=) hp00; ui ) hp; vi. The proof is similar tothat of the step in (a). In the �rst ase, by the indution hypothesis we have p00 [u;hp;i;1℄�����! sand the 1 is propagated to p0 [w;hp;i;1℄������! s. In the seond ase, we have p00 [u;hp;i;b℄�����! s by (a),and the 1 is introdued beause of G(p0) = 1. �Lemma 5.2 Let p w��! q be a transition of BA. The following properties hold:(a) hp;wi ) hp0; w0i holds for a on�guration hp0; w0i suh that p0 w0��!0 q and hw0 = hw;moreover,(b) if bw = 1, then hp;wi r=) hp0; w0i, and,() if q is an initial state, then w0 = ", and hw0 = hw = ".Proof: Let i be an index suh that p w��!i q. We prove (a), (b), and () simultaneously byindution on i. 10



Basis. i = 0. Then p w��! q is a path of BA0.(a) Take p0 = p and w0 = w.(b) In this ase we always have bw = 0, beause BA0 doesn't ontain any transitionlabelled by 1.() Sine BA0 ontains no transitions leading to an initial state, we have w = " and q = p.Then p0 = p and w0 = ".Step. i � 1. The proofs of (a), (b), and () have a ommon initial part. Let t = (p1; ; q0)be the i-th transition added to BA0. (Notie that we an safely write (p1; ; q0) instead of(q1; ; q0) beause all new transitions start at an initial state.) Let j be the number of timesthat t appears in p w��!i q.The proof is by indution on j. If j = 0, then p w��!i�1 q holds, and (a), (b), () follow fromthe indution hypothesis (indution on i). So assume that j > 0. Then there exist u and vsuh that w = uv and p u�!i�1 p1 �!i q0 v�!i q (0.1)hw = hu Æ h Æ hv (0.2)The appliation of the indution hypothesis (indution on i) to p u�!i�1 p1 yields (notiethat p1 is an initial state, and so both (a) and () an be applied):hp; ui ) hp1; "i (1.1)hu = " (1.2)Sine the transition (p1; ; q0) has been added by applying the saturation rule, there existp2 and w2 suh that hp1; i ,! hp2; w2i (2.1)p2 w2��!i�1 q0 (2.2)h = hw2 (2.3)From this point on the proofs for (a, b), and () diverge.(a, b) From (0.1) and (2.2) we get p2 w2��!i�1 q0 v�!i q (3)Sine the transition t appears in (3) less often than in (0.1), we an apply the indutionhypothesis (indution on j) to (3), and obtainhp2; w2vi =) hp0; w0i (4.1)p0 w0��!0 q (4.2)hw2Æv = hw0 (4.3)11



Putting (1.1), (2.1), and (4.1) together, we gethp; uvi (1:1)=) hp1; vi (2:1)=) hp2; w2vi (4:1)=) hp0; w0i (5)Putting (0.2), (1.2), (2.3), and (4.3) together, we gethw = hw0 (6)We obtain (a) from (5), (4.2), and (6). To prove (b), observe the following. If bw = 1,then, sine w = uv, we have bu = 1 or b = 1 or bv = 1. If bu = 1, then hp; ui r=) hp1; "iby (1.1), and so hp; uvi r=) hp1; vi; if b = 1, then hp1; i r=) hp2; w2i by (2.1), and sohp1; vi r=) hp2; w2vi; if bv = 1, then bw2Æv = 1, and so hp2; w2vi r=) hp0; w0i by (4.1).Applying (5) we obtain hp; uvi r=) hp0; w0i in all ases.() Sine q is an initial state, and BA ontains no transitions leading from non-initial toinitial states, q0 is an initial state. The appliation of the indution hypothesis (indutionon i) to (2.2) yields: hp2; w2i =) hq0; "i (7.1)h = hw2 = " (7.2)Sine t appears less often in q0 v�!i q than in (0.1), we an apply the indution hypothesis(on j) to q0 v�!i q, and get hq0; vi =) hq; "i (8.1)hv = " (8.2)Putting (1.1), (2.1), (7.1) and (8.1) together and taking p0 = q, we gethp; uvi (1:1)=) hp1; vi (2:1)=) hp2; w2vi (7:1)=) hq0; vi (8:1)=) hp0; "iPutting (0.2), (1.2), (7.2) and (8.2) together, we gethw = " �Theorem 5.1 For every on�guration hp; vi 2 Conf (BA0):hp0; wi r=) hp; vi if and only if p0 [w;hp;i;1℄������! sProof: ()): Lemma 5.1.((): By Lemma 5.2 we have hp0; wi r=) hp00; w0i for a on�guration hp00; w0i suh thatp00 w0��!0 s and hw0 = hp; i. By the de�nition of BA0 we have p00 = p and w0 = v for some v.� 12



0 s1p0 0 s2m1m2p1 1p2 2 00 0"1 Figure 3: Apost�6 Computing post�(C) for a regular set CWe provide a solution for the ase in whih eah transition rule hp; i ,! hp0; wi of � satis�esjwj � 2. This restrition is not essential, but leads to a simpler solution. Moreover, anypushdown system an be transformed into an equivalent one in this form, and the pushdownsystems in the appliation disussed in Setion 9 diretly satisfy this ondition.Our input is an automaton A aepting C. Without loss of generality, we assume that Ahas no transition leading to an initial state. We ompute post�(C) as the language aeptedby an automaton Apost� with �-moves. We denote the relation ( "�!)� �!( "�!)� by =). Apost�is obtained from A in two stages:� Add to A a new state r for eah transition rule r 2 � of the form hp; i ,! hp0; 000i,and a transition (p0; 0; r).� Add new transitions to A aording to the following saturation rules:If hp; i ,! hp0; �i 2 � and p =) q in the urrent automaton,add a transition (p0; �; q).If hp; i ,! hp0; 0i 2 � and p =) q in the urrent automaton,add a transition (p0; 0; q).If r = hp; i ,! hp0; 0 00i 2 � and p =) q in the urrent automaton,add a transition (r; 00; q).Consider again the pushdown systemP and the automatonA from Figure 1. Then the au-tomaton shown in Figure 3 is the result of the new algorithm and aepts post�(fhp0; 00ig).Proof: Let A be a P-automaton, and let Apost� be the automaton obtained from A bymeans of the saturation rules. In the sequel we use the following notation:� q w�!i q0 denotes that the automaton obtained after the i-th appliation of the satu-ration rule ontains a path labelled by w leading from q to q0; in partiular, q w�!0 q0denotes that A ontains suh a path (unless q0 is a state added by the algorithm).13



� q w�! q0 denotes that there is an index i satisfying q w�!i q0. Equivalently, it denotesthat Apost� ontains a path labelled by w leading from q to q0.We show that Apost� reognises the set post�(Conf (A)). The result is proved in Theorem6.1 at the end of this subsetion. We need two preliminary lemmata.Lemma 6.1 For every on�guration hp; vi 2 Conf (A), if hp; vi ) hp0; wi then p0 w�! q forsome �nal state q of Apost�.Proof: Let hp; vi k=) hp0; wi denote that we derive hp0; wi from hp; vi in k steps. We proeedby indution on k.Basis. k = 0. Then p0 = p and w = v. Sine hp; vi 2 Conf (A), we have p v�!0 q for some�nal state q, and so p v�! q, whih implies p0 w�! q.Step. k > 0. Then, by the de�nition of k=), there is a on�guration hp00; ui withhp; vi k�1=) hp00; ui 1=) hp0; wi :We apply the indution hypothesis to hp; vi k�1=) hp00; ui, and obtainp00 u�! q for some q 2 F :Sine hp00; ui 1=) hp0; wi, there are ; u1; v1; w1 suh thatu = u1, w = w1u1, and hp00; i ,! hp0; w1i.There are three possible ases, aording to the length of w1. We onsider only the asejw1j = 2, the others being simpler. Sine jw1j = 2, we have w1 = 000. Let q1 be a state ofApre� suh that p00 �! q1 u1��! q.By the initialisation and the saturation rule, we havep0 0��! r 00��! q1 u1��! q ;whih implies p0 w1u1���! q ;and sine w = w1u1, we are done. �Lemma 6.2 Let p w�! q be a path of Apost�. Then the following property holds: hp0; w0i )hp;wi for a on�guration hp0; w0i suh that p0 w0��!0 q.Proof: Let i be an index suh that p w�!i q. We prove the lemma by indution on i.14



Basis. i = 0. Take p0 = p and w0 = w.Step. i � 1. Let t be the transition added to A in the i-th step. Let j be the numberof times that t is used in p w�!i q. A has no transitions leading to initial states, and thealgorithm does not add any suh transitions; therefore, if t starts in an initial state, t anbe used at most one and only at the start of the path.The proof is by indution on j. If j = 0, then we have p w�!i�1 q, and we apply the indutionhypothesis (indution on i). So assume that j > 0. We distinguish the three possible asesof the saturation rule:(i) and (ii): t = (p1; v; q1), where v = " or v = 1: Then j = 1 and there exists w1 suhthat w = vw1 and q1 suh that p = p1 v�!i q1 w1��!i�1 q (0)Sine t was added via the saturation rule, there exist p2 and 2 suh thathp2; 2i ,! hp1; vi (1.1)p2 2��!i�1 q1 (1.2)From (0) and (1.2) we get p2 2��!i�1 q1 w1��!i�1 q (2)t is not used in (2), so applying the indution hypothesis (on j) we obtainhp0; w0i =) hp2; 2w1i (3.1)p0 w0��!0 q (3.2)Combining (1.1) and (3.1) we havehp0; w0i (3:1)=) hp2; 2w1i (1:1)=) hp1; vw1i = hp;wi (4)The lemma follows from (3.2) and (4).(iii) Let t = (r; 00; q0) be a transition resulting from the appliation of the third part ofthe saturation rule. Then there exist u, v suh that w = u 00v andp u�!i�1 r 00��!i q0 v�!i q (5)Beause t was added via the saturation rule, we onlude that there exists some rule ofthe form hp2;2i ,! hp1; 000i (6.1)with p2 2��!i�1 q0 (6.2)15



i.e. (6.1) is the rule assoiated with r. Appliation of the indution hypothesis (on i) yieldshp3;w3i ) hp; ui (7.1)p3 w3��!0 r (7.2)for some pair hp3; w3i; due to the onstrution of the automaton it holds that hp3; w3i =hp1; 0i. Combining (5) and (6.2) we getp2 2��!i�1 q0 v�!i qSine t ours less often than j in this path, we an apply the indution hypothesis (on j)to obtain the existene of some hp0; w0i suh thathp0;w0i ) hp2; 2vi (8.1)p0 w0��!0 q (8.2)Finally, if we put together (6.1), (7.1) and (8.1), we gethp0; w0i (8:1)=) hp2; 2vi (6:1)=) hp1; 000vi = hp3; w300vi (7:1)=) hp; u00vi = hp;wi (9)and (a) follows from (8.2) and (9). �Theorem 6.1 Let Apost� be the automaton obtained from A by exhaustive appliation of thesaturation rule de�ned in Setion 6. Apost� reognises the set post�(Conf (A)).Proof:Let hp;wi be a on�guration of post�(Conf (A)). Then hp0; w0i ) hp;wi for a on�gura-tion hp0; w0i 2 Conf (A). By Lemma 6.1, p w�! q for some �nal state q of Apost�. So hp;wi isreognised by Apost�.Conversely, let hp;wi be a on�guration reognised by Apost�. Then p w�! q in Apost� forsome �nal state q. By Lemma 6.2, hp0; w0i ) hp;wi for a on�guration hp0; w0i suh thatp0 w0��!0 q. Sine q is a �nal state, hp0; w0i 2 Conf (A), and so hp;wi 2 post�(Conf (A)). �7 EÆient AlgorithmsIn this setion we present eÆient implementations of the abstrat algorithms given in se-tions 4 through 6. We restrit ourselves to pushdown systems whih satisfy jwj � 2 for everyrule hp; i ,! hp0; wi; any pushdown system an be put into suh a normal form with linearsize inrease. 16



Algorithm 1Input: a pushdown system P = (P;�;�) in normal form;a P-Automaton A = (�; Q; Æ; P; F ) without transitions into POutput: the set of transitions of Apre�1 rel  ;; trans  Æ; �0 ;;2 for all hp; i ,! hp0; "i 2 � do trans  trans [ f(p; ; p0)g;3 while trans 6= ; do4 pop t = (q; ; q0) from trans;5 if t =2 rel then6 rel  rel [ ftg;7 for all hp1; 1i ,! hq; i 2 (� [�0) do8 trans  trans [ f(p1; 1; q0)g;9 for all hp1; 1i ,! hq; 2i 2 � do10 �0 �0 [ fhp1; 1i ,! hq0; 2ig;11 for all (q0; 2; q00) 2 rel do12 trans  trans [ f(p1; 1; q00)g;13 return rel7.1 Computing pre�(C)Given an automaton A aepting the set of on�gurations C, we want to ompute pre�(C)by onstruting the automaton Apre�.Algorithm 1 omputes the transitions of Apre� by implementing the saturation rule fromsetion 4. The sets rel and trans ontain the transitions that are known to belong to Apre�;rel ontains the transitions that have already been examined. No transition is examinedmore than one.The idea of the algorithm is to avoid unneessary operations. When we have a rulehp; i ,! hp0; 000i, we look out for pairs of transitions t1 = (p0; 0; q0) and t2 = (q0; 00; q00)(where q0; q00 are arbitrary states) so that we may insert (p; ; q00) { but we don't know inwhih order suh transitions appear in trans. If every time we see a transition like t2 we hekthe existene of t1, many heks might be negative and waste time to no avail. However,one we see t1 we know that all subsequent transitions (q0; 00; q00) must lead to (p; ; q00). It sohappens that the introdution of an extra rule hp; i ,! hq0; 00i is enough to take are of justthese ases. We ollet these extra rules in a set alled �0; this notation should make it learthat the pushdown system itself is not hanged. �0 is merely needed for the omputationand an be thrown away afterwards.For a better illustration, onsider again the example shown in Figure 1.The initialisation phase evaluates the "-rules and adds (p0; 1; p0). When the latter istaken from trans, the rule hp2; 2i ,! hp0; 1i is evaluated and (p2; 2; p0) is added. This,in ombination with (p0; 0; s1) and the rule hp1; 1i ,! hp2; 20i, leads to (p1; 1; s1), and�0 now ontains hp1; 1i ,! hp0; 0i. We now have p1 1��! s1 0��! s2, so the next step adds(p0; 0; s2), and �0 is extended by hp0; 0i ,! hs1; 0i. Beause of �0, (p0; 0; s2) leads to(p1; 1; s2). Finally, �0 is extended by hp0; 0i ,! hs2; 0i, but no other transitions an beadded and the algorithm terminates. 17



Termination: rel is empty initially and an only grow afterwards. Q and � are �nite sets,therefore rel an only take �nitely many elements. Similarly, trans an only be of �nite size.One no more transitions an be added to rel , trans an no longer grow and will be emptyeventually.Beause of the �niteness of rel and � there will be �nitely many members of �0, and sothe loop at line 7 is traversed only �nitely often.The following lemma is needed in the subsequent proofs.Lemma 7.1 For every transition t, if t 2 trans at any time during the exeution of thealgorithm, then t will be \used" exatly one, i.e. the part between lines 6 and 12 will beentered exatly one for t.Proof: rel is empty initially and ontains exatly the used transitions later. Until t isremoved from trans, the algorithm annot terminate. When t is removed from trans, it isused if and only if it is not yet a used transition, otherwise it will be ignored. �Corretness:(1) Throughout the algorithm rel � Æpre� holds. rel ontains only elements from trans, sowe inspet the lines that hange trans, and show that all the additions are in omplianewith the algorithm given in setion 4 the orretness of whih has already been proved.More preisely, we show that all additions model that algorithm's saturation rule:If hp; i ,! hp0; wi and p0 w�! q, then add (p; ; q).� In line 1, trans is assigned Æ whih allows us to reognise C.� Lines 2 and 12 diretly model the saturation rule.� In line 8, if the rule hp1; 1i ,! hq; i is taken from �, then we diretly model thesaturation rule. Otherwise, hp1; 1i ,! hq; i was added to �0 beause hp1; 1i ,!hp00; 0i 2 � and (p00; 0; q) in trans for some p00; 0 and again the saturation ruleapplies.(2) After termination Æpre� � rel holds. Initially, trans ontains Æ. Beause of Lemma 7.1all of Æ will eventually end up in rel. Moreover, we prove that all possible appliationsof the saturation rule are used. Assume that we have hp; i ,! hp0; wi and p0 w�! qw.r.t. rel .� If w = ", then q = p0, and (p; ; p0) is added in line 2.� If w = 1, then there is some transition t1 = (p0; 1; q) in rel. Beause rel ontainsonly the used transitions, and beause of line 8, (p; ; q) will be added to trans.� If w = 12, then rel ontains t1 = (p0; y1; q0) and t2 = (q0; 2; q).{ If t1 is used before t2, �0 will have the rule hp; i ,! hq0; 2i. Then, when t2is used, (p; ; q) is added in line 8.{ If t2 is used before t1, it is in rel when t1 is used. Then (p; ; q) is added inline 12. 18



Complexity: Let nQ = jQj, nÆ = jÆj, and n� = j�j, i.e. the number of states andtransitions in A, and the number of rules in the pushdown system. The size of A an bewritten as nQ + nÆ.Imagine that prior to running the algorithm, all rules of the form hp; i ,! hp0; 0wi havebeen put into \bukets" labelled (p0; 0). If the bukets are organised in a hash table this anbe done in O(n�) time and spae. Similarly, all rules in �0 an be put into suh bukets atrun-time, and the addition of one rule takes only onstant time.If rel and Æ are implemented as hash tables, then addition and membership test takeonstant time. Moreover, if trans is a stak, then addition and removal of transitions takeonstant time, too.When (q; ; q0) is used, we need to regard just the rules that are in the (q; )-buket.Beause of Lemma 7.1, every possible transition is used at most one. Based on theseobservations, let us ompute how often the statements inside the main loop are exeuted.Line 10 is exeuted one for eah ombination of rules hp1; 1i ,! hq; 2i and transitions(q; ; q0), i.e. O(nQn�) times, therefore the size of �0 is O(nQn�), too. For the loop startingat line 11, q0 and 2 are �xed, so line 12 is exeuted O(n2Qn�) times.Line 8 is exeuted one for eah ombination of rules hp1; 1i ,! hq; i in (� [�0) andtransitions (q; ; q0). As stated previously, the size of �0 is O(nQn�), so line 8 is exeutedO(n2Qn�) times.Let us now ount the iterations of the main loop, i.e. how often line 4 is exeuted. Thisdiretly depends on the number of elements that are added to trans. Initially, there arenÆ+O(n�) elements from lines 1 and 2. Notie that nÆ = O(nQ �n� �nQ). We already knowthat the other additions to trans are no more than O(n2Qn�) in number. As a onlusion,the whole algorithm takes O(n2Qn�) time.Memory is needed for storing rel , trans and �0.� Line 1 adds nÆ transitions to trans.� In line 2, there are O(n�) additions.� In lines 8 and 12, p1 and 1 are taken from the head of a rule in �. This means thatthese lines an only add O(n�nQ) transitions to rel .� The size of �0 is O(nQn�) (see above).From these fats it follows that the algorithm takes O(nQn� + nÆ) spae, the size needed tostore the result. Algorithm 1 is therefore optimal with respet to memory usage.Theorem 7.1 Let P = (P;�;�) be a pushdown system and let A = (�; Q; Æ; P; F ) be anautomaton. There exists an automaton Apre� reognising pre�(Conf (A)). Moreover, Apre�an be onstruted in O(n2Qn�) time and O(nQn�+nÆ) spae, where nQ = jQj, nÆ = jÆj, andn� = j�j.Observe that a naive implementation of the abstrat proedure of Setion 4 leads to anO(n2Pn3A) time and O(nPnA) spae algorithm, where nP = jP j+ j�j, and nA = jQj+ jÆj.19



Algorithm 2Input: a B�uhi pushdown system BP = (P;�;�; G) in normal formOutput: the set of repeating heads in BP1 rel  ;; trans  ;; �0 ;; R  ;;2 for all hp1; 1i ,! hp; i 2 � do �0 �0 [ fhp1; 1i G(p1),��! hp; ig;3 for all hp; i ,! hp0; "i 2 � do trans  trans [ f(p; [; ";G(p)℄; p0)g;4 while trans 6= ; do5 pop t = (p; [; "; b℄; p0) from trans;6 if t =2 rel then7 rel  rel [ ftg;8 for all hp1; 1i b0,�! hp; i 2 �0 do9 trans  trans [ f(p1; [1; "; b _ b0℄; p0)g;10 for all hp1; 1i ,! hp; 2i 2 � do11 �0 �0 [ fhp1; 1i b_G(p1),��! hp0; 2ig;12 for all (p0; [2; "; b0℄; p00) 2 rel do13 trans  trans [ f(p1; [1; "; b _ b0 _ G(p1)℄; p00)g;14 for all hp0; 0i 2 H do15 trans  f(p0; [0; hp0; 0i; 0℄; s)g; rel  ;;16 while trans 6= ; do17 pop t = (p; [; h; b℄; s) from trans;18 if t =2 rel then19 rel  rel [ ftg;20 for all hp1; 1i b0,�! hp; i 2 �0 do21 trans  trans [ f(p1; [1; h; b _ b0℄; s)g;22 for all hp1; 1i ,! hp; 2i 2 � do23 trans  trans [ f(p1; [1; h; b _G(p1)℄; s)g;24 if (p0; [0; hp0; 0i; 1℄; s) 2 rel then R  R [ fhp0; 0ig;25 return R7.2 Computing the set of repeating headsGiven a B�uhi pushdown system (P;�;�; G) we want to ompute the set R introdued insetion 5, i.e. the set of transition heads hp; i that satisfy hp; i r=) hp; vi for some v 2 ��.Algorithm 2 runs in two phases. Instead of omputing the automaton BA from setion 5expliitly, we onstrain the omputation to the parts we need. The �rst phase until line 13omputes the transitions of the form (p; [; "; b℄; p0). The seond phase determines for everyhead whether it is repeating or not.The implementation of both phases is quite similar to the pre�-algorithm; again rel andtrans hold the transitions of BA that have already been examined, resp. those that are yet tobe examined. For a better intuition onsider the example from setion 5 where we assumedthat G = fp2g.The �rst phase starts by evaluating hp0; 1i ,! hp0; "i and adds p0 [y1;";0℄����! p0. Due tohp2; 2i ,! hp0; 1i this leads to p2 [2;";1℄����! p0. Finally, the arti�ial rule hp1; 1i 1,�! hp0; 0iis added to �0 and the �rst phase ends. In the seond phase, the newly added arti�ial rule20



and hp0; 0i ,! hp1; 10i let us reognise hp0; 0i and hp1; 1i as the repeating heads of theexample.Termination: Again, it is easy to see that the algorithm terminates: P , �, � (and heneH) are �nite sets, therefore the while loops are bound to terminate by the same reasoningas in the pre� algorithm. Beause H is �nite, there will be only �nitely many while loops.Corretness: To prove that the algorithm is orret we show that it yields the same resultas the onstrution of BA outlined in setion 5. The transitions (s; [; "; 0℄; s) for all  2 �are not reated expliitly; we just assume their existene. We exploit the following lemma:Lemma 7.2 If (q; [; h; b℄; q0) 2 rel and h 6= ", then q 2 P and q0 = s.Proof: This holds initially and is kept invariant by the addition of new transitions. �(1) At every time during the exeution of the run, rel is a subset of the transitions of BA.(Hene, if (p0; [0; hp0; 0i; 1℄; s) 2 rel , then hp0; 0i is a repeating head.) We prove thisby showing that all additions satisfy the addition rule from setion 5:If hp; i ,! hp0; wi and p0 [w;h;b℄����! q, then add (p; [; h; b _G(p)℄; q).� Lines 3 and 13 diretly ful�ll the addition rule.� Lines 9 and 21 diretly ful�ll the addition rule if the orresponding rule was addedto �0 in line 2; otherwise there exist p00 2 P , y0 2 � and b 2 f0; 1g suh thathp1; 1i ,! hp00; 0i 2 �, (p00; [0; "; b00℄; p) in rel and b0 = G(p1) _ b00, and theaddition rule is ful�lled.� Line 15 adds an initial transition of BA0.� Line 23 ful�lls the addition rule if the implied existene of (s; [2; "; 0℄; s) is takeninto aount.(2) All transitions in BA are eventually added to rel ; hene, if hq0; 0i is a repeating head,then (q0; [0; hq0; 0i; 1℄; s) will eventually be added to rel . To prove this we show thatthe �xpoint of the addition rule is reahed. We will see that the repeated deletions ofrel in line 15 do not matter.� If w = " in the addition rule, then q = p0, h = ", and b = 0, and the resultingtransition is added in line 3.� If w = 1, and there exist h; b; q suh that (p0; [1; h; b℄; q) is in rel , the addition of(p; [y; h; b _ G(p)℄; q) is performed in line 9 (for h = ") or in line 21 (for h 6= ").� If w = 12, and there exist transitions t1; t2 suh that t1 = (p0; [1; h1; b1℄; q0) andt2 = (q0; [2; h2; b2℄; q): 21



{ h1 = h2 = ": Observe that the �rst phase is idential to the pre� algorithm(modulo the extended alphabet); therefore this ase is analogous to the thirdase in the proof for pre�. Beause of this, and the previous two ases, weare now assured that all "-transitions are eventually added to rel in the �rstphase.{ h1 2 H;h2 = ": By Lemma 7.2, q0 = q = s, hene b2 = 0. t2's existene in relis assumed impliitly, and thus (p; [; h1; b1 _G(p)℄; s) is added in line 23.{ h1 = "; h2 2 H: By Lemma 7.2, q = s. From hp; i ,! hp0; 12i and t1 wehave hp; i b1_G(p),����!hq0; 2i 2 �0 after the �rst phase, and by this and t2 2 relwe get (p; [; h2; G(p)_b1_b2℄; s) in rel in line 21 (even though t1 was deletedfrom rel after the �rst phase).The ase h1; h2 2 H annot happen beause of Lemma 7.2.Complexity: Let nP = jP j and n� = j�j. Again assume that rel is a hash table, trans is astak and that the rules in � and �0 are organised into bukets aording to their right-handsides.The �rst phase of the algorithm is analogous to pre� and takes O(n2Pn�) time. The sizeneeded to store �0 is O(nPn�), and suh is the size of rel : Observe that all the transitionsadded to rel in the �rst phase are triples (q; [; "; b℄; q0) where hq; i 2 H.In the seond phase, the loop starting at line 14 is exeuted jHj = O(n�) times. Ifwe make use of the bukets for �0, then every ombination of rules hp1; 1i b0,��! hp; i in�0 and transitions (p; [; h; b℄; s) may ause one exeution of line 21, and there are at mostj�0j � jHj � 2 = O(nPn2�) suh ombinations. Similarly, there an be O(n2�) many exeutionsof line 23.rel is emptied before every iteration of the main loop in the seond phase, and after thatit stores transitions of the form (p; [; hp0; 0i; b℄; s) where hp; i 2 H. Therefore the spaeneeded for rel in the seond phase is O(n�). The spae needed to store R is O(n�), too.Theorem 7.2 Let BP = (P;�;�; G) be a B�uhi pushdown system. The set of repeatingheads R an be omputed in O(n2Pn�+nPn2�) time and O(nPn�) spae, where nP = jP j andn� = j�j.A diret implementation of the proedure of [1℄ for omputing the repeating heads leadsto O(n5BP) time and O(n2BP) spae, where nBP = jP j+ j�j.7.3 Computing post�(C)Given a regular set of on�gurations C, we want to ompute post�(C), i.e. the set of suessorsof C. Without loss of generality, we assume that A has no "-transitions.Algorithm 3 alulates the transitions of Apost�, implementing the saturation rule fromsetion 6. The approah is in some ways similar to the solution for pre�; again we use transand rel to store the transitions that we need to examine. Note that transitions from statesoutside of P go diretly to rel sine these states annot our in rules.22



Algorithm 3Input: a pushdown system P = (P;�;�) in normal form;a P-Automaton A = (�; Q; Æ; P; F ) without transitions into POutput: the automaton Apost�1 trans  Æ \ (P � ��Q);2 rel  Æ n trans; Q0 Q; F 0 F ;3 for all r = hp; i ,! hp0; 12i 2 � do4 Q0 Q0 [ fqrg;5 trans  trans [ f(p0; 1; qr)g;6 for all q 2 Q0 do eps(q) ;;7 while trans 6= ; do8 pop t = (p; ; q) from trans;9 if t =2 rel then10 rel  rel [ ftg;11 for all hp; i ,! hp0; "i 2 � do12 if p0 =2 eps(q) then13 eps(q) eps(q) [ fp0g;14 for all (q; 0; q0) 2 rel do15 trans  trans [ f(p0; 0; q0)g;16 if q 2 F 0 then F 0 F 0 [ fp0g;17 for all hp; i ,! hp0; 1i 2 � do18 trans  trans [ f(p0; 1; q0)g;19 for all r = hp; i ,! hp0; 12i 2 � do20 rel  rel [ f(qr; 2; q)g;21 for all p00 2 eps(qr) do22 trans  trans [ f(p00; 2; q)g;23 return (�; Q0; rel ; P; F 0)The algorithm is very straightforward. We start by inluding the transitions of A; then,for every transition that is known to belong to Apost�, we �nd its suessors. A noteworthydi�erene to the algorithm in 6 is the treatment of "-moves: "-transitions are eliminatedand simulated with non-"-transitions; we maintain the sets eps(q) for every state q with themeaning that whenever there should be an "-transition going from p to q, eps(q) ontains p.Consider again the example in Figure 3. In that example, m1 is the node assoiatedwith the rule hp0; 0i ,! hp1; 10i, and m2 is assoiated with hp1; 1i ,! hp2; 20i. Thetransitions (p1; 1;m1) and (m1; 0; s1) are a onsequene of (p0; 0; s1); the former leads to(p2; 2;m2) and (m2; 0;m1) and, in turn, to (p0; 1;m2). Beause of hp0; 1i ,! hp0; "i, wenow need to simulate an "-move from p0 to m2. This is done by making opies of all thetransitions that leave m2; in this example, (m2; 0;m1) is opied and hanged to (p0; 0;m1).The latter �nally leads to (p1; 1;m1) and (m1; 0;m1). Figure 4 shows the result, similar toFigure 3 but with the "-transition resolved.For better understanding of the following paragraphs it is useful to onsider the strutureof the transitions in Apost�. Let Q1 = (Q n P ) and Q2 = (Q0 nQ).In the beginning, there are no transitions into P , i.e. we just have transitions from P23



0 s1p0 0 s2m1m2p1 1p2 02 00 0"1Figure 4: Apost� as omputed by Algorithm 3.into Q1, and from Q1 into Q1. After line 5 is exeuted one, we also have transitions from Pto Q2. All the other additions to rel are now either from P to Q1 [ Q2 exept for line 20;here we have transitions from Q2 to Q1 [ Q2. We an summarise these observations in thefollowing fats:� After exeution of the algorithm, rel ontains no transitions leading into P .� The algorithm does not add any transitions starting in Q1.Termination: The algorithm terminates. This an be seen from the fat that the size ofQ0 is bounded by jQj + j�j; hene, rel 's maximum size is jQ0j � j�j � jQ0j, and we an use asimilar reasoning as in the algorithm for pre�.Corretness: We show that the algorithm is an implementation of the onstrution givenearlier. In setion 6 we de�ned Æpost� to be the smallest set of transitions ontaining Æ,ontaining a transition (p1; 1; qr) for every rule r = hp; i ,! hp1; 12i and satisfying thefollowing saturation properties:� If hp; i ,! hp0; �i 2 � and p =) q, then (p0; "; q) 2 Æpost�.� If hp; i ,! hp0; 0i 2 � and p =) q, then (p0; 0; q) 2 Æpost�.� If r = hp; i ,! hp0; 000i 2 � and p =) q, then (r; 00; q) 2 Æpost�.The automaton onstruted in Algorithm 3 does not have "-transitions, so we annotshow that rel = Æpost�. Instead, we show that after exeution, it holds that ((q; ; q0) 2rel) () (q =) q0) for all q; q0 2 Q,  2 �.\)" Sine elements from trans ow into rel , we inspet all the lines that hange either transor rel :{ Lines 1 and 2 add elements from Æ whih is a subset of Æpre�.{ Line 5 is a onsequene of the initialisation rule.24



{ In line 15 we have (p; ; q) and (q; 0; q0) in rel , hp; i ,! hp0; "i in �, henep0 "�! q 0��! q0, so (p; 0; q0) does not hange the desired property.{ Line 18 is a diret implementation of the seond saturation property.{ Line 20 is a diret implementation of the third saturation property.{ In line 22 it holds that p00 2 eps(qr); from this we onlude the existene of somerule hp1; 1i ,! hp00; "i and some transition (p1; 1; qr). So, p00 "�! qr 2��! q, and theaddition of (p00; 2; q) doesn't hange the property.\(" By the same argumentation as in Lemma 7.1 we an say that all the elements in transeventually end up in rel . Therefore it is suÆient to prove that any element of Æpost�is added to either rel or trans during exeution of the algorithm.We observe the following: Sine there are no transitions leading into P , the "-transitionsan only go from states in P to states in Q1 [ Q2; therefore no two "-transitions anbe adjaent. The relation p =) q from setion 6 an be written as follows:(p =) q) () (p; ; q) _ 9q0: ((p; "; q0) ^ (q0; ; q))The desired property follows from the following fats:{ Beause of lines 1 and 2, after exeution Æ � rel holds.{ If hp0; 0i ,! hp; "i and (p0; 0; q) 2 rel , then p is added to eps(q). We will see thatwhenever there is p in eps(q0) and (q0; ; q) in rel for some p; q0; q 2 Q0 and y 2 �,eventually (p; ; q) will be in rel .� Either (q0; ; q) is known before p 2 eps(q0) is known. Then (p; ; q) is addedin line 15;� Or p 2 eps(q0) is known before (q0; ; q). Reall that q0 2 Q1[Q2. "-transitionsare added only after the initialisation phase, and the only transitions startingin Q1 [Q2 added after initialisation are those in line 20. In this ase (p; ; q)is added in line 22.{ If hp0; 0i ,! hp; i and (p0; 0; q) 2 rel , then (p; ; q) is added in line 18.{ If r = hp0; 0i ,! hp; 00i then (p; ; r) is added in line 5. If moreover (p0; 0; q) 2rel , (r; 00; q) is added in line 20.Complexity: Let nP ; nQ; n�; nÆ be the sizes of P;Q;� and Æ, respetively. One againlet rel and Æ be implemented as a hash table and trans as a stak, so that all the neededaddition, membership test and removal operations take onstant time. The sets eps an beimplemented as bit-arrays with one entry for eah state in P ; again addition and membershiptest ost only onstant time.The rules in � an be sorted into bukets aording to their left-hand side (at the ost ofO(�) time and spae); i.e. put every rule hp; i ,! hp0; wi into the buket labelled (p; ). Thetransitions in rel an be sorted into bukets aording to the soure state (i.e. a transition(q; ; q0) would be sorted into a buket labelled q); sine no transition is added to rel morethan one, this osts no more than O(jrel j) time and spae.25



For every transition t = (p; ; q) 2 rel , the part from line 10 and 22 is exeuted only one.Beause we just need to take a look at the (p; )-buket for rules, we an make the followingstatements:� Line 5 is exeuted O(n�) times.� Line 18 is exeuted one for every ombination of rules hp; i ,! hp0; 0i and transitions(p; ; q) of whih there are at most j�j jQ0j many, i.e. there are O(n�(nQ + n�)) manyexeutions.� Line 20 is exeuted O(n�(nQ + n�)) times (like line 18).� Sine eps(q), q 2 Q0 an ontain at most nP entries, the statement in line 22 isexeuted O(nPn�(nQ + n�)) times.� For line 15, analysis beomes more ompliated. First, observe that the part fromline 13 to 16 is exeuted only one for every (p; "; q) 2 Æpost�. Let us distinguish twoases:{ q 2 Q1: Altogether, there are O(nÆ) many transitions going out from the statesin Q1, and eah of them an be opied at most one to every state in P whihmeans O(nPnÆ) many operations (remember that the algorithm adds no transi-tions leaving states in Q1!){ q 2 Q2: If r = hp1; 1i ,! hp2; 23i, then all the transitions leaving qr are of theform (qr; 3; q00) where q00 may be in Q1[Q2. There are O(n�) many states in Q2,so we end up with O(nPn�(nQ + n�)) many operations.� Line 8 is exeuted at most one for every transition in Æ and for every transition addedin the lines disussed above, i.e.O(nPn�(nQ+n�)+nPnÆ) times. This is also an upperbound for the size of rel resp. trans.� The initialisation phase an be ompleted in O(nÆ + n� + nQ) (for the transitions inÆ we just need to deide whether the soure state is in P and add the transition toeither trans or rel).� We need O(nQ + n�) spae to store Q0, O(nQ) for F 0 and O(nP (nQ + n�)) for eps .Theorem 7.3 Let P = (P;�;�) be a pushdown system, and A = (�; Q; Æ; P; F ) be anautomaton. There exists an automaton Apost� reognising post�(Conf (A)). Moreover, Apost�an be onstruted in O(nPn�(nQ+n�)+nPnÆ) time and spae, where nP = jP j, n� = j�j,nQ = jQj, and nÆ = jÆj.In [6℄ the same problem was onsidered (with di�erent restritions on the rules in thepushdown system). The omplexity of the post� omputation for the initial on�gurationwas given as O(n3P ) where nP translates to nP + n�. An extension to ompute post�(C) forarbitrary regular sets C is also proposed. The di�erent restritions on the pushdown rulesmake a more detailed omparison diÆult, but it is safe to say that our algorithm is at leastas good as the one in [6℄. Also, we give an expliit bound for the omputation of post� forarbitrary regular sets of on�gurations. 26



8 The Model-heking ProblemUsing the results from the previous setion we an now ompute the omplexity of theproblems presented in setion 3. The following steps are neessary to solve the global model-heking problem for a given formula ':� Construt the B�uhi automaton B = (�; Q; Æ; q0; F ) orresponding to the negation ofthe given formula '.� Compute the B�uhi pushdown system BP as the produt of B and the pushdownsystem P = (P;�;�) under onsideration. Let hp0; w0i be the initial on�gurationof P , and let nP = jP j, n� = j�j, nQ = jQj, and nÆ = jÆj. Moreover, let gP and gBdenote the sizes of P and B, respetively, i.e. gP = nP + n� + jw0j and gB = nQ + nÆ.Then BP has at most s = nPnQ states and r = n�nÆ rules and an be omputed inO(r) time.� Compute the set of repeating heads R of BP. Aording to Theorem 7.2, this takesO(r2s+ rs2) time and O(rs) spae.� Construt an automaton A aepting R ��. A = ((P � Q) [ fqg;�; ÆA; P � Q; fqg),where ÆA ontains transitions (p; ; q) for every hp; i 2 R and (q; ; q) for every  2 �.In other words, A has O(s) states and O(r) transitions.� Compute pre�(R ��); aording to Theorem 7.1 this takes O(rs2) time and O(rs + r)spae. The resulting automaton Apre� aepts all on�gurations that violate '.The omplexity of this proedure is dominated by the time needed to ompute the re-peating heads and the spae needed to store Apre� . Sine both both r and s depend on thesize of P and B in linear fashion we have the following result:Theorem 8.1 Let gP denote the size of P and gB the size of B. The global model-hekingproblem an be solved in O(gP3gB3) time and O(gP2gB2) spae.In [6℄ an algorithm is presented for deiding if the initial on�guration satis�es a givenLTL property. (The problem of obtaining a representation for the set of on�gurationsviolating the property is not disussed.) The algorithm takes ubi time but also ubi spaein the size of the pushdown system. More preisely, it is based on a saturation routinewhih requires �(gP3gB3) spae. Observe that the spae onsumption is �, and not O. Oursolution implies therefore an improvement in the spae omplexity without losses in time.To solve the global model-heking problem for reahable on�gurations we need someadditional steps:� Restrit Apre� to the on�gurations whih start in states derived from q0; i.e. let A0 bethe automaton that aepts f hp;wi j h(p; q0); wi 2 L(Apre�) g. To onstrut A0 fromApre�, rename the states (p; q0) into p for all p 2 P and take P to be the set of initialstates in A0. Like Apre�, A0 has O(s) states and O(rs + r) = O(gP2gB2) transitions.27



� Compute post� for the initial on�guration of P. An automaton aepting fhp0; w0ighas nP+jw0j states and jw0j transitions. Then, aording to Theorem 7.3, Apost� an beomputed in O(nPn�(nP + jw0j+n�)) time and spae. Apost� has O(nP + jw0j+n�) =O(gP) many states and O(nPn�gP) many transitions.� Compute the intersetion of A0 and Apost�. The resulting automaton Ainter aeptsthe set of reahable on�gurations violating '. The transitions of Ainter are omputedas follows:If (q; ; q0) in A0 and (r; ; r0) in Apost�, then ((q; r); ; (q0; r0)) in Ainter.This intersetion an be omputed more eÆiently if the following trik is employed:First all the transitions (r; ; r0) in Apost� are sorted into bukets labelled . Thenevery transition of A0 is multiplied with the transitions in the respetive buket. SineApost� has O(gP ) states, no buket an have more than O(gP2) many entries. Hene, theintersetion an be omputed in O(gP4gB2) time and spae. Sine this fator dominatesthe additional omputations, we have:Theorem 8.2 The global model-heking problem for reahable on�gurations an be solvedin O(gP4gB3) time and O(gP4gB2) spae.9 AppliationAs an appliation, we use pushdown systems to model sequential programs with proedures(written in C or Java, for instane). We onentrate on the ontrol ow and abstrat awayinformation about data. The model establishes a relation between the ontrol states of aprogram and the on�gurations of the orresponding pushdown system.The model is onstruted in two steps. In the �rst step, we represent the program bya system of ow graphs, one for eah proedure. The nodes of a ow graph orrespond toontrol points in the proedure, and its edges are annotated with statements, e.g. alls toother proedures. Control ow is interpreted non-deterministially sine we abstrat fromthe values of variables.Given a system of ow graphs with a set N of ontrol points, we onstrut a pushdownsystem with N as its stak alphabet. More preisely, a on�guration hp; nwi, w 2 N�represents the fat that exeution is urrently at ontrol point n where w represents thereturn addresses of the alling proedures. Pushdown systems of this kind need only onesingle ontrol state (alled p in the following). The transition rules of suh a pushdownsystem are:� hp; ni ,! hp; n0i if ontrol passes from n to n0 without a proedure all.� hp; ni ,! hp; f0n0i if an edge between point n and n0 ontains a all to proedure f ,assuming that f0 is f 's entry point. n0 an be seen as the return address of that all.� hp; ni ,! hp; "i if an edge leaving n ontains a return statement.28



Let us examine how the speial struture of these systems a�ets the omplexity of themodel-heking problem. Under the assumption that the number of ontrol states is one(or, more generally, onstant), the number of states in the B�uhi pushdown system BP onlydepends on the formula (more preisely, the number of states in B), i.e. s = O(nQ). As aonsequene, we get the following results:� The omplexity of the repeating heads algorithm redues to O(gP2gB3) time andO(gPgB2) spae.� The omplexity of the pre� algorithm beomes O(gPgB3) time and O(gPgB2) spae.Apre� (and A0) have O(gB) states and O(gPgB2) transitions.� Apost� an be omputed in O(gP 2) time and spae; Apost� has O(gP ) states and O(gP2)transitions.� Beause A0 has only O(gB) states, no transition in Apost� needs to be multiplied withmore than O(gB2) transitions from A0. Hene, the intersetion automaton an beomputed in O(gP2gB2) time and spae.Theorem 9.1 If the number of ontrol states in P is onstant, the global model-hekingproblem an be solved in O(gP2gB3) time and O(gPgB2) spae, and the problem for reahableon�gurations in O(gP2gB3) time and O(gP2gB2) spae.9.1 A small exampleAs an example, onsider the program in Figure 5. This program ontrols a plotter, reatingrandom bar graphs via the ommands go up, go right , and go down. Among the orretnessproperties is the requirement that an upward movement should never be immediately followedby a downward movement and vie versa whih we shall verify in the following.The left side of Figure 6 displays the set of ow graphs reated from the original program.Calls to external funtions are treated as ordinary statements. (In this example we assumethat the go... funtions are external.) The proedure main ends in an in�nite loop whihensures that all exeutions are in�nite. The right side shows the resulting pushdown system.The initial on�guration is hp;main0i.void m() f void s() fdouble d = drand48(); if (drand48() < 0.5) return;if (d < 0.66) f go up(); m(); go down();s(); go right(); gif (d < 0.33) m();g else f main() fgo up(); m(); go down(); srand48(time(NULL));g s();g gFigure 5: An example program.29
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return

go_up

call m

go_down

call m
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return

go_down

call m

main:m: s:

call s

d = drand48()

if d<0.66 else

if drand48() < 0.5

call s

else

return

go_right

if d<0.33 else

srand(...)

hp;m0i ,! hp;m2i hp;m9i ,! hp;m1ihp;m2i ,! hp;m3i hp;m1i ,! hp; "ihp;m3i ,! hp; s0m4i hp; s0i ,! hp; s2ihp;m4i ,! hp;m5i hp; s0i ,! hp; s3ihp;m5i ,! hp;m1i hp; s3i ,! hp; "ihp;m5i ,! hp;m6i hp; s2i ,! hp; s4ihp;m6i ,! hp;m0m1i hp; s4i ,! hp;m0 s5ihp;m2i ,! hp;m7i hp; s5i ,! hp; s1ihp;m7i ,! hp;m8i hp; s1i ,! hp; "ihp;m8i ,! hp;m0m9ihp;main0i ,! hp;main2ihp;main2i ,! hp; s0main1ihp;main1i ,! hp;main1iFigure 6: Flowgraph of the program in Figure 5 (left) and assoiated PDS (right)The desired properties an be expressed as follows:G(up! (:down U right)) and G(down ! (:up U right))where the atomi proposition up is true of on�gurations hp;m7wi and hp; s2wi, i.e. thosethat orrespond to program points in whih go up will be the next statement. Similarly,down is true of on�gurations with m9 or s5 as the topmost stak symbol, and right is trueof m4. Analysis of the program with our methods yields that both properties are ful�lled.9.2 Experimental resultsApart from the example, we solved the model-heking problem on randomly generated owgraphs modelling programs with proedures. The struture of eah statement was deidedrandomly; the average proportion of sequenes, branhes and loops was 0:6 : 0:2 : 0:2. Aftergenerating one ow graph for eah proedure we onneted them by inserting proedurealls, making sure that eah proedure was indeed reahable. The formulas we heked wereof the form G(n! Fn0), where n and n0 were random ontrol states.Table 1 lists the exeution times in seonds for programs with an average of 20 resp. 40lines per proedure. One �fth of the statements in these programs ontained a proedureall. Results are given for programs with reursive and mutual proedure alls. The tablelists the times needed to ompute the sets of repeating heads, pre�, and the total time forthe model-heking whih inludes several smaller tasks. Also, memory usage is given. Allomputations were arried out on an Ultraspar 60 with suÆient amount of memory.Obviously, these experiments an only give a rough impression of what the exeutiontimes would be like when analysing real programs. However, these experiments alreadyonstitute \stress tests", i.e. their onstrution is based on ertain exaggerated assumptionswhih a�et exeution times negatively. For instane, the number of proedure alls isvery high, and with mutual alls we allowed every proedure to all every other proedure(whih greatly inreases the time needed to �nd repeating heads). We have run preliminary30



avg. 20 lines/proedure avg. 40 lines/proedurelines RH pre� total spae RH pre� total spaereursive proedure alls1000 0.40 0.17 0.70 0.93M 0.44 0.22 0.80 0.97M2000 0.77 0.32 1.33 1.59M 1.16 0.40 1.82 1.64M3000 1.85 0.60 2.85 2.41M 2.46 0.68 3.56 2.40M5000 4.22 1.05 5.95 3.89M 6.82 1.19 8.69 3.81M10000 14.26 2.33 17.97 7.56M 28.17 2.59 32.23 7.53Mmutual proedure alls1000 0.93 0.23 1.31 1.00M 0.88 0.24 1.28 0.98M2000 4.04 0.50 4.84 1.79M 3.55 0.48 4.33 1.74M3000 7.69 0.77 8.90 2.54M 7.42 0.72 8.57 2.48M5000 26.98 1.38 29.14 4.12M 10.14 0.99 11.80 3.66M10000 118.61 3.04 123.18 7.98M 94.91 2.93 99.38 7.58MTable 1: Results for programs with reursive and mutual proedure allsexperiments with three real programs of ten to thirty thousand lines, and the time for themodel-heking was always less than a minute even for the largest program.10 ConlusionsWe have presented detailed algorithms for model-heking linear time logis on pushdownsystems. We have shown that the global model-heking problem an be solved in O(gP3gB3)time and O(gP2gB2) spae, while the global model-heking problem for reahable on�gu-rations an be solved in O(gP4gB3) time and O(gP4gB2) spae. Our results improve on [6℄,where the model-heking problem (i.e., deiding if an initial on�guration satis�es a prop-erty, without omputing the set of on�gurations violating the property) was solved in O(n3)time but also O(n3) spae in the size of the pushdown system.Our work needs to be arefully ompared to that on branhing time logis. For arbitrarypushdown systems linear time logis an be heked in polynomial time in the size of thesystem, while heking CTL provably requires exponential time. However, in our applia-tions we only use pushdown systems with one single state. In this partiular ase, the modalmu-alulus an be heked in linear time in the size of the system, while our algorithmsrequire quadrati time. Sine the modal mu-alulus is more expressive than B�uhi au-tomata, we seem to have a more eÆient algorithm for a more powerful logi. However, thisis not the ase. First, it is well known that LTL formulas an be exponentially more suintthan equivalent formulas of the mu-alulus. Seond, and more important, the informationprovided by the branhing-time and linear-time algorithms is di�erent. Walukiewiz's al-gorithm [9℄ only says whether the initial on�guration satis�es the property or not. Thealgorithm of Burkart and Ste�en [2, 3℄ returns a set of prediate transformers, one for eah31



stak symbol; the prediate transformer for the symbol X shows whih formulas hold fora stak ontent X� as a funtion of the formulas that hold in �.Essentially, this allows todetermine for eah symbol X if there exists some stak ontent of the form X� that violatesthe formula, but doesn't tell whih these stak ontents are. Finally, our algorithm returnsa �nite representation of the set of on�gurations that violate the formula.Whether one needs all the information provided by our algorithm or not depends onthe appliation. For ertain dataow analysis problems we wish to ompute the set ofontrol loations p suh that some reahable on�guration hp;wi violates the property. Thisinformation an be omputed by our algorithm and by that of [2, 3℄. Sometimes we needmore. For instane, in [7℄ an approah is presented to the veri�ation of ontrol ow basedseurity properties. Systems are modelled by pushdown automata, and seurity propertiesas properties that all reahable on�gurations should satisfy. It is neessary to determinewhih on�gurations violate the seurity property to modify the system aordingly. Themodel heking algorithm of [2, 3℄ seems to be inadequate in this ase.Referenes[1℄ A. Bouajjani, J. Esparza, and O. Maler. Reahability analysis of pushdown automata:Appliation to model-heking. In Proeedings of CONCUR '97, volume 1243 of LetureNotes in Computer Siene, pages 135{150, 1997.[2℄ O. Burkart and B. Ste�en. Composition, deomposition and model heking of pushdownproesses. Nordi Journal of Computing, 2(2):89{125, 1995.[3℄ O. Burkart and B. Ste�en. Model{heking the full{modal mu{alulus for in�nite se-quential proesses. In Proeedings of ICALP'97, Bologna (Italy), volume 1256 of LNCS,pages 419{429, Heidelberg, Germany, July 7{11 1997. Springer{Verlag.[4℄ J. Esparza and J. Knoop. An automata-theoreti approah to interproedural dataowanalysis. In Proeedings of TACAS '99, LNCS 1578, pages 14 { 30. Springer-V., 1999.[5℄ J. Esparza and A. Podelski. EÆient algorithms for pre� and post� on interproeduralparallel ow graphs. In Proeedings of POPL '00, 2000.[6℄ A. Finkel, B. Willems, and P. Wolper. A diret symboli approah to model hekingpushdown systems. Eletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer Siene, 9, 1997.[7℄ T. Jensen, D. Le M�etayer, and T. Thorn. Veri�ation of ontrol ow based seurityproperties. Tehnial Report 1210, IRISA, 1998.[8℄ D. Shmidt and B. Ste�en. Program analysis as model heking of abstrat interpre-tations. In Pro. of Stati Analysis Symposium (SAS'98), Pisa, Italy, volume 1503 ofLNCS, pages 351{380, Heidelberg, Germany, September 1998. Springer{Verlag.[9℄ I. Walukiewiz. Pushdown Proesses: Games and Model Cheking. In CAV'96. LNCS1102, 1996. 32
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